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Gyrid Holgi Ygrmar Dyiad

Holgi is a Open RP player character played by Primitive Polygon.

�“I'm not a real doctor, but I am a real wyrm, I am an actual wyrm!~“�

Species & Gender: Silanbar Female
Age: 32 Years

Organization: (None currently.)
Occupation: Back Alley Doctor

Rank: (None currently.)
Current Placement: ISS Sobek

Physical Description

Seven foot tall with a massive tail that size again, Holgi is a robust bottom-heavy creature with rather
short limbs compared to their tremendously stocky torso. Very much akin to a sea dwelling dinosaur,
they have oversized hands and feet, complete with claws and webbed membranes, as well long frilly tail
fins. Their scales are generally ivory coloured, with a darker yellow underside, and subtle beige tiger-
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striping throughout.

The head is triangular and mounted on a long neck, with generally soft features, other than tired
bespectacled eyes. Running down their entire back and tail is a cascading mane of silver hair, a cloudy
mass that is knotted in several places with small braids. They have forehead and nose horns, as well as
rather large fangs. Their most distinguishing feature is probably their ears, which are huge for Silanbar
and practically the length of their arms- Rabbit-like, to human eyes.

Holgi tends to be very well dressed and kept, preferring rather professional office clothes or work overalls
if they can find any that fit them. They tend to wear mittens to avoid scratching people unintentionally.

Personality

Loutish, noisy, annoying, kind of stinky, little concept of human etiquette- But more intelligent than you
might think. Holgi constantly swings between sheepishly underestimating their own worth and violently
lashing out, generally a bit overly practical and easily confused by the complicated motivations of others.

They love food and destroy furniture with great ease.

Bonus Art
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History

Never that great at fitting in with Silanbar society, Holgi lived in the shadow of larger, stronger members
of her kin growing up, mostly serving as a caretaker and servant in return for protection. After the
outsider takeover of their planet, their above average aptitude for critical thinking was recognised by the
alien mercenaries, and they were taken off planet to the 'Yatammolod' space station for training as a
personal servant for a rather more powerful Kuvexian merchants.

Things were actually looking up, as they were trained as a medical assistant in order to personally look
after and supervise members of their own kind… Until the war with Yamatai happened, and the whole
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project fell apart financially.

Holgi was basically ditched in-situ within the Kikyo sector, and forced to find work on Sood Zadra to stay
alive. Haven't had much success yet.

Skills Learned

Lumbering Sea Monster;

Can eat a human in about two hours. Can do things like roll over a car or break a table in half with
moderate effort. Rather resistant to physical damage. Can hold their breath for about an hour and swim
at about 25mph. On land… Maybe not so agile. They can certainly win a fight with an unmodified human
just by sheer mass, but struggle against those with technologically augmented reflexes or improved
strength.

Medic;

Actually trained to a pretty high level by Kuvexian professionals, Holgi was only ever supposed to be a
nurse or assistant at best, but has expanded their abilities in the last few years by acting as a back alley
doctor with minimal support and resources. This means they have worked with all sorts of species, and
have a pretty good idea how most of them work biologically speaking. They aren't the kind of person to
intentionally do a bad job, and actually do take pride in the quality of their work, and so keep a large
variety of text books and rare resources for any occasion.

Cooking/Homemaking;

You'll be wondering where the meat came from and it won't be the definition of 'health food', but their
cooking is surprisingly edible. They are used to performing this service for others, and always seem to
scrounge up enough resources for a meal in any environment.
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Survivalism;

Naturally. The lizard has basically no idea how proper society works, and must scrounge a living to
survive. The wild has more free creatures to pummel and eat.

Fighting;

Not a natural fighter on land by any means, and never a part of any proper military, Holgi is none the less
a physically imposing creature, with the medical knowledge to put a lot of other beings out of action with
the most quick and efficient methods possible. They know how to use many fire arms and melee
weapons at a glance, albeit in an ad-hoc style.

Inventory & Finance

-Holgi currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Notes

Primitive Polygon created this article on 2023/07/15 07:47.

Character Data
Character Name Holgi
Character Owner LavaLung
Character Status Active Player Character
Plots ISS Sobek plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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